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Phonemic Awareness Warm-Up
Segment Onset and Rime SAY: I will say a word. 
Then I will say the beginning sound and the ending 
sounds. The word is hand, /h/ /ănd/. Now you try it. I 
will say a word. You say the beginning sound and then 
the rest of the word.

 lamp rock check path
 jog  must dig bell

Phonics
Review Final Blends Remind students that they 
have been learning about consonants blends. Write 
tent and underline -nt. SAY: The word jump ends 
with the consonant blend -mp. Remember, when two 
consonants are together in a word, each one usually 
keeps its own sound: /j/ /ŭ/ /m/ /p/, jump. Many 
consonants form blends at the ends of words.
Display the words below. Use the Continuous 
Blending Routine (p. 134) to model reading the first 
word: /b/ /ĕ/ /l/ /t/, belt.

 belt spend gulp mask
 list hunt soft stamp

Continue with the remaining words, pointing to 
each letter as students say and blend the sounds.

English Language Learners 
Vocabulary English learners may struggle to 
understand words with multiple meanings. 
During the reading, use body language to act 
out the meaning of such words in the text, 
including bill (p. 4), chips (p. 9), and bit (p. 12). 
Discuss with students other contexts in which 
they might use each word.

High-Frequency Words
Use the High-Frequency Word Routine (p. 135) to 
review the words. Use these sample sentences:
 That bakery makes good muffins. 
 Do you have a pencil I can use?
 Be careful when you climb the tree. 
 The cat was hiding under the bed.
 Do you know where the markers are?
 We will work on our projects after school.

Comprehension and Fluency
Read for Understanding Display Tree, Log, Stump. 
Read aloud the title and discuss the cover photo. 
Ask students to share what the words in the title 
have in common.
Have students follow along as you read aloud the 
text. Then discuss the Think About It questions.
Reread with Appropriate Phrasing Echo read the 
text with students, focusing on phrasing. Guide 
students to use punctuation to pause between 
phrases. Proficient readers may read with partners 
or whisper-read on their own. (p. 139)

Word Study
Consonant + -le Syllables Remind students that 
recognizing syllable patterns can help them read 
longer words. Display the word topple (p. 2) and 
use the Divide Syllables Routine (p. 136) to model 
dividing it into syllables. SAY: When a word ends 
with a consonant + -le, divide the word before the 
consonant. Remember, with consonant + -le words, 
the letters -le have a schwa vowel sound, /әl/.
Guide students to read each syllable separately and 
then together: top-ple, topple. Point out that the 
first syllable is closed. It ends with a consonant and 
has a short vowel sound. Repeat with these words: 
handle, little, grumble, bubble.

Assess Progress
Think About It Check that students use text 
evidence to demonstrate their comprehension. 
Sample answers: 1. Bugs hide in logs. Bears find 
food in them. Skunks make homes in them. 
2. People made gaps in the log to use the log as a 
big bench. 3. A stump may not be a good home for 
an ant because other animals eat bugs that hide in 
logs and stumps. 
Blackline Master Use the Answer Key (p. 154) to 
check students’ work.  

Final Blends
Week 5, Book 2
404 words
309 decodable words
Decodability: 76%
High-Frequency Words: 
good, have, tree, under, 
where, work 

Tree, Log, Stump
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Name 

Tree, Log, Stump
Two consonants can form a blend at the end of a word.  
Many different consonants can form end blends.  
mp in jump nt in tent nd in hand 
sk in desk st in fast lp in help

Word Detective
1. Reread the book. Find three words with the mp end blend. 

                                                                                                                                                

Build New Words
2. Add a letter or letters to build words in the -est family. 

                                                                                                                                                

Word Study
3. Draw lines to break each consonant + le word into syllables. 
 babble gentle puzzle

Write to Explain
4. How do people use logs and stumps?  

  Write your explanation on another sheet of paper. Use details from the book to 
support your ideas. Use at least three words with an end blend. 
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